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Abstract: The influence of complex aging processes in water-miscible metalworking fluids on process
performance is of high relevance for the metalworking industry. Because of the highly dynamic
interactions in the complex “metalworking fluid” ecosystem, a distinct correlation between the aging
process and the performance of the fluid in metalworking processes is hardly possible. Consequences
of the aging process on physical, chemical, and biological properties of the fluid include aspects such
as the decrease of the pH value, the increase of the droplet size in emulsions, the presence of bacterial
cells, or the modification of the metalworking fluid composition. In the presented work, the influences
of these aging aspects on the lubricity of metalworking fluids were investigated individually. A test
series has been carried out, which was planned with a design of experiments method, to investigate
interactions between the aging aspects regarding lubricity. In addition, the results enabled the
development of an empirical regression model, which allowed an integrated description of the
influence of the relevant aging aspects.

Keywords: aging aspects of metalworking fluid; correlation of aging aspects; design of experiments

1. Introduction

Metalworking fluids take an important part in a wide range of metalworking processes in
modern industry, such as forming, milling, turning, and especially grinding. Its lubrication ability
leads to reduced loads for tools, workpieces, and machine tools and decreases the necessary cutting
power [1]. According to the German Standard DIN 51385, metalworking fluids are subdivided
into “water-miscible” and “non-water-miscible” metalworking fluids. While non-water-miscible
metalworking fluids are made of 100% oil and nonpolar additives, water-miscible metalworking fluids
usually contain about 90%–95% water [2] and 5%–10% oil and additives, which are dissolved in the
water or form an emulsion dispersed by surface-active agents. Because of the high thermal conductivity
of water, the thermal loads of tools and workpieces can be reduced by an efficient dissipation of heat
from the contact zone [1]. Beside lubrication, the removal of chips and grinding swarf corrosion,
inhibition, long term stability, wettability, and low risk or no risk to workers and the environment are
further relevant requirements. There is a wide range of additives to customize the properties to specific
needs, such as biocidal, antiwear (AW), extreme pressure (EP), antifoam, or emulsifying additives [3].
The individual composition of the fluid can have a considerable effect on the performance in the
machining process [4].

Because of the present environmental conditions, metalworking fluid systems are an adequate
habitat for microorganisms. Water and sufficient nutrients are available in the metalworking fluid
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system, and the temperature is constantly within a convenient sector. The microorganisms can utilize
the wide range of chemical compounds in metalworking fluids almost entirely to cover their demand
of carbon and energy [5]. An intense maintenance of the cooling lubricant is crucial for a long service
life, whereby particular attention is given to the bacterial load. The colonization of metalworking
fluids by microorganisms such as bacteria or fungi has been investigated since the 1940s and is still the
subject of various research activities [6–11]. When the fluid has been colonized, microbial growth in
metalworking fluids can neither be completely avoided nor is the initial state of the fluid composition
recoverable. Within a few weeks, the microbial load of metalworking fluids can reach a level of 107 (or
more) colony-forming units per milliliter [8,10]. The standard method of avoiding bacterial load is the
addition of biocidal products such as bactericides and fungicides [9]. The treatment with ultrasound,
ozone, or UV radiation are further strategies [11]. All those methods reveal specific disadvantages,
such as negative influence on emulsion properties, localized or selective impact, or they are harmful to
health and the environment [1].

Simultaneous to a decreasing number of additives over time due to the metabolic activity of
microorganisms, compounds of microbial origin are released continuously in the metalworking fluid,
such as low-molecular metabolites, surface-active agents, or extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs).
The changes taking place in the cooling lubricant are shown schematically in Figure 1. Other consequences
of bacterial colonization are decreasing pH values, increasing droplet sizes [8], or mechanical problems in
the metalworking fluid cycle due to clogging of filters, pumps, and so on, by biofilms [7]. Further changes
in the metalworking fluid occur due to thermal decomposition of molecules and oxidation processes,
which take place in non-water miscible fluids, too. The metalworking fluid is therefore continuously
subject to a combination of chemical, physical and biological effects. Consequently, the metalworking
fluid is subjected to modifications resulting from the aging process, which are partly irreversible [8].
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Figure 1. Schematic influence of biological colonization of water-miscible metalworking fluids.
EPS, extracellular polymeric substance.

From a biological point of view, metalworking fluids are highly dynamic and complex ecosystems
with a broad range of species. However, an aging-related quality loss of the metalworking fluid has
not been verified scientifically so far. Various investigations (e.g., by Koch [12] and Grub et al. [13])
to evaluate metalworking fluid aging based on relevant parameters from the machining processes,
such as machining forces, surface quality, or tool wear, have not allowed a clear description of the
influence of aging on the performance of metalworking fluids. Also on the basis of tribological
evaluation methods, long-term experiments showed no negative influence of aging on the lubricity
of water-miscible metalworking fluids [10]. In industrial practice, regulatory limits are deduced
from product requirements like low health hazard or corrosion protection, but not from the fluid’s
performance in the conducted metalworking process.

To evaluate the effects of the aging process on the performance of the fluid systematically, the
individual influences of separated aspects of the aging process on the lubricity of the fluid have to be
investigated individually. Separate evaluation of the individual aspects is of great relevance for the
investigation of metalworking fluid aging. Regarding this, initial results have been presented by Seidel
and Meyer, which are partly shown below [14]. However, in a metalworking fluid that is subjected
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to a natural aging process, the evaluated aspects do not occur isolated from each other. Therefore,
the evaluation of interactions between the aspects is also of great relevance, which is described in
this paper.

2. Methodical Approach and Experimental Setup

In this paper, an experimental program was developed and conducted that enabled a
comprehensive analysis of the influence of aging processes on the lubricity of metalworking fluids.
For this purpose, the design of experiments method was used. Besides the evaluation of interactions
between the aspects, this approach also enabled the creation of an empirical regression model.
The methodical approach of the presented work is schematically depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Methodical approach for the evaluation of metalworking fluid aging.

Design of experiments offers numerous methods and strategies for reducing the number of
required experiments and making the use of resources (personnel, equipment, and time) more efficient
while keeping the loss of quality of the information obtained as limited as possible. In this work,
an experimental design in the so-called central composite design was created. Figure 3 shows a
graphical illustration of such an experimental design for three input variables: x1, x2, and x3. Each axis
of the depicted cube represents an input parameter. Each point in the figure represents a specific
combination of the three parameters. The eight cube points, the central points, and six star points
outside the cube were used as parameter combinations in the experiments. Thus, with only 15
experiments this design of experiment can examine the relevance of three input parameters at five
stages. Although it can no longer be visualized graphically, the central composition design can be used
for any number of input parameters.

Various software programs are available to solve complex mathematical evaluations. In this work
the commercial software Minitab was used. Experimental data will be transferred into an empirical
model, which describes the outcome as a function of the input parameters x1, x2, . . . , xk.

y = f(x 1, x1, . . . , xk

)
. (1)

The influences of the varied input parameters are described with linear coefficients bL and
square coefficients bQ. Additionally, interactions between input parameters are described by pursuant
coefficients bK. The constant part of the outcome parameter is represented by the coefficient bc.

y = bC + bL1 · x1 + bQ1 · x1
2 + bL2 · x2 + bQ2 · x2

2 + . . . + bK1 · x1 · x2 +. . . (2)
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Figure 3. Top left: a black box view of an experiment according to [15]. Top right: graphical illustration
of a central composite design (CCD) according to [16]. Bottom: the variation of the input parameters
x1, x2, and x3 listed in tabular form.

This evaluation allows a mathematical description of the analyzed input parameters and an
analysis of the interactions between the input parameters relating to the outcome parameter. With the
calculation of different statistic parameters, it is possible to receive information about the developed
model concerning accuracy, significance, and reliability.

To consistently measure the influence of different aging aspects on the lubricity, experiments
were conducted with an individually adjustable model emulsion based on mineral hydrocrack oil.
The components were available separately and, thus, enabled individual adjustments and defined
the variation of the fluid composition. To vary the investigated aging aspects defined and allow
reproducibility, artificial model substances have been applied.

For evaluating the lubricating abilities of the analyzed metalworking fluid samples, the tribology
test according to Reichert has been engaged, since this test is very appropriate for the measurement
of low-viscosity fluids such as water-miscible lubricants. The employed tribological system of the
Reichert test consists of a cylindrical test specimen and a friction roller (both standard components
of rolling bearings), which are crossed at an angle of 90◦ (Figure 4). The test specimens are pressed
against the friction roller at a constant load of F = 300 N, while the friction roller is immersed in the
investigated fluid. In the experiment, the friction roller rotates for a duration of 57 s with a peripheral
speed of 1.67 m/s, supplying a continuous contact zone with the test fluid. The size of the resulting
worn area on the test specimen is the central benchmark of the Reichert tribology test, and it is used as
a benchmark for the lubricating ability of the examined fluid. The lower the worn area, the higher the
lubricating ability. The term “lubrication” is used here as a general term for the property of reducing
friction and wear. This includes the separation of the friction partners by a lubricating film, which is
particularly relevant in the range of low tribological loads, as well as the avoidance of wear through
the effect of EP/AW additives by adsorption of molecules on the metal surface, which is of importance
in the range of higher tribological loads.
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Figure 4. Specifications of the Reichert tribology test.

An increase in lubricity is accompanied by a reduction in the coefficient of friction, which reduces
the energy consumption in the manufacturing processes, for example. The variation of the coefficient
of friction was also monitored in the tests. In a guideline of the German User Circle Industrial
Lubricants (Ger. VKIS), the procedure of the Reichert test and the specific test parameters are described
in detail [17]. Each combination of aspects in this design of experiment was repeated three times.
The central point was repeated nine times due to its high relevance.

3. Results and Discussion

The selection of the investigated aging aspects is summarized in Table 1. They were varied
artificially to be evaluated separately from each other. The minimum and maximum of the variation
spectrum were derived from values described in available literature. The chosen aspects reveal the
highest relevance for metalworking processes but do not represent all possible changes that may occur
in natural aging processes.
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Table 1. Overview of the investigated aging aspects and information on the implementation and variation.

Aging Aspect Variation Spectrum Model/Adjustment System References

droplet size dm = 2.25% . . . 3.5% concentration emulsifier [8,18]

bacterial cell bodies cCB = 103 . . . 109 mL−1 spherical particles of PMMA
(d = 1.5 µm) [5–10]

extracellular polymeric
substances (EPSs) cEPS = 0.0 . . . 4.0 mg/mL mixture of 1/3 proteins and 2/3

polysaccharides [5,9,19]

variation of antiwear additive cPS = 0% . . . 10%
(in concentrate) variation of polysulfide (PS) [3,5,8]

The selected aspects, the boundaries of the examined parameter variations, and the effect of a
higher concentration on the worn area A are summarized in Figure 5 according to [14]. The appearance
of cell bodies is a consequence of the aging processes in water-miscible metalworking fluids. With the
accumulation of cell bodies, the lubricity of the fluid also increases. There is no loss of quality with an
increasing amount of cell bodies. Therefore, future monitoring and maintenance strategies for metal
working fluid should focus on the fluid composition and a homogenous concentration rather than on
the prevention of bacterial colonization. Because of the deterioration of emulsifying components in the
metalworking fluid by microorganisms, the droplet size increases. In the experiments, the emulsifier
concentration varied between 2.25% and 3.5%. A decreasing emulsifier concentration leads to a decline
in the lubrication ability, as the results showed. The smaller the droplet size, the better the droplets can
reach the contact zone between the friction partners [14].
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Another aspect of the aging process of metalworking fluid is the presence of extracellular polymeric
substances (EPSs). Typically, EPSs are built in biofilms in order to stabilize the film layer and provide
further advantages such as the protection from hazardous environmental conditions or the storage
of water. There exist a wide range of individual substances, mainly polysaccharides and proteins
but also DNA and lipids. The results showed a significant increase of the lubricity with increasing
concentration of EPSs in the metalworking fluid. With an increasing concentration of an antiwear
additive, the lubricity of the model metalworking fluid increases as well [14]. In this work, the anti-wear
additive polysulfide varied between 0% and 0.5%. Separated evaluation of the aging aspects showed
that the aspects influenced the lubricity and, thus, the performance of the model metalworking fluid.

Our methodology allowed the evaluation of each aspect separately, which is not possible in naturally
aged samples because of the complexity of the aging process. However, systematic separation of the
investigated aging aspects implies the limitation that possible interactions between the aspects are not
investigated or taken into account. In order to achieve a complete picture of the aging aspects investigated
and to analyze possible interactions between the aspects, a further evaluation of the aging aspects was
carried out employing the central composite design, which is presented in the following paragraphs.
Therefore, a completely new series of tests was designed and carried out, and the data received were
evaluated statistically. The central innovation consisted of the systematic combination of the aspects to be
investigated according to a concept developed with design of experiments. These investigations and the
conclusions obtained from the generated data represent the scientific novelty of this work.

From the results of the tribological experiments, a first regression model was created with Minitab
software. The first- and second-order terms (linear and quadratic) and the correlation coefficients were
calculated, and their significance for the representation of the experimental results was estimated with
adequate characteristic values. Table 2 summarizes all coefficients of the calculated model without
further adjustments.

Table 2. Overview of the coefficients of the empirical model without further adjustments and with two
coefficients of the variance analysis (EM = emulsifier, CBs = cell bodies, EPSs = extracellular polymeric
substances, PS = polysulfide).

Coefficient Normalized Value Input to the Model p Value Removed Terms

Model 94.50% 0.0%
Linear 78.67%

EM (emulsifier) −0.080 0.16% 16.5% (X)
CBs (cell bodies) −0.262 1.77% 0.0%

EPSs
(extracellular

polymeric
substances)

−1.238 39.51% 0.0%

PS (polysulfide) −1.201 37.23% 0.0%
Square 0.84%

EM × EM 0.014 0.18% 82.0% X
CB × CB −0.061 0.00% 31.9% X

EPS × EPS −0.101 0.06% 9.8% X
PS × PS −0.161 0.60% 0.9%

2-factor interactions 15.00%
EM × CB 0.000 0.00% 99.6% X
EM × EPS −0.032 0.02% 64.3% X
EM × PS 0.002 0.00% 98.3% X
CB × EPS 0.006 0.00% 93.7% X
CB × PS 0.028 0.01% 68.6% X
EPS × PS 0.933 14.97% 0.0%

Error 5.50%
Total 100.00%
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The contribution to the model listed in the table indicates which percentage of the experimental
values represented by the model can be attributed to the respective term. The larger this value, the more
important it is for the model. The p value is a benchmark for the probability that the “null hypothesis”
is valid for the respective coefficient. The null hypothesis means that the model or coefficient does
not represent the changes in the result variable. If the p value is below 5%, the term is considered
sufficiently significant or reliable. With the help of these two parameters, the empirical model was
simplified by deleting terms that were not sufficiently relevant. The excluded terms are marked in
Table 2. Although the deletion of each term is accompanied by a loss of information, it can be estimated
as acceptable on the basis of the determined parameters.

The new equation is:

A = b0 + bL,EM · cEM + bL,CB · lg(cCB)+ bL,EPS · cEPS + bL,PS · cPS + bQ,PS · cPS
2 + bK · cEPS · cPS. (3)

By limiting the number of relevant terms, the number of coefficients could be significantly reduced
from 15 to 7, which considerably simplified the handling of the model. Table 3 shows an overview of
the parameters applied in the resulting model. The table summarizes the description, the scalar values,
and, if applicable, the permitted intervals of the variables and coefficients contained in the model.

Table 3. Explanation of the coefficients and variables of the empirical model with the respective values
or intervals.

Parameter Symbol Coefficient/Variable Value/Interval Dimension

Result A Variable mm2

Constant b0 Coefficient 26.40 mm2

Concentration EM cEM Variable (2.25|3.5) %
Linear factor EM bL,EM Coefficient −0.256 mm2/%
Concentration CB cCB Variable (104|109) mL−1

Linear factor CB bL,CB Coefficient −0.2093 mm2

Concentration EPS cEPS Variable (0.0|2.0) mg/mL
Linear factor EPS bL,EPS Coefficient −5.907 mm2

·mL/mg
Concentration PS cPS Variable (0.0|0.5) %
Linear factor PS bL,PS Coefficient −19.02 mm2/%
Square factor PS bQ,PS Coefficient −8.43 mm2/%2

Correlation EPS|PS bK Coefficient 11.21 mm2
·mL/mg%

After inserting the corresponding data in the general formula, for the empirical model, the
following equation results:

A = 26.40 mm2
− 0.256 mm2

% · cEM − 0.2093 mm2
· lg(cCB)− 5.907 mm2

·mL
mg ·

cEPS − 19.02 mm2

% · cPS − 8.43· mm2

%2 · cPS
2 + 11.21 mm2

·mL
mg·% · cEPS ·cPS.

(4)

Equation (4) shows that the influence of aging aspects can be described mainly by linear elements.
Only the influence of the polysulfide concentration is additionally described by a second order
term. Regarding the influence of the cell body concentration, it must be considered that the model
determined a linear coefficient for the logarithm of the concentration. Therefore, there was no direct
linear relationship. For the investigated interactions, only the coefficient for the interaction between
polysulfide and EPS remained in the model.

Additionally, the table showed a low significance for the linear coefficient of the emulsifier.
The probability that the null hypothesis was correct was 16.5% (p value). Although the term contributed
a minor influence to the model, the probability that this term bL,EM describes random variation of the
outcome parameter than the actual effect of the emulsifier was bigger than the maximum 5%. This is
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the reason for further simplification. The linear coefficient of the emulsifier was removed, which results
in following equation:

A = 25.666 mm2
− 0.2093 mm2

· lg(cCB)− 5.907 mm2
·mL

mg · cEPS − 19.02 mm2

% ·

cPS − 8.43 · mm2

%2 · cPS
2 + 11.21 mm2

·mL
mg·% · cEPS · cPS.

(5)

The percentage of variation of the outcome parameter explained by the revised model was
R2 = 93.97% (“contribution to the model”); thus, it was relatively high. The standard deviation of the
resulting residuals (respective deviations of the model from the experimental values of the outcome
parameter) was S = 0.474 mm2. The range of variation of the outcome parameter (the worn area A
in the tribology test) was significantly higher than the value of the standard variation S, and for this
reason, the model can be described as reliable in a first approximation.

Because of the three variables in the model that describe the tribological area, a complete graphical
depiction of the data is not possible. If the third input parameter is constant, the effect of two input
parameters can be shown by a three-axle diagram. Figure 6 shows three diagrams, whereby each one
displays the effect of two of the three investigated parameters to the tribological area.

The model confirmed the results of the tribological experiments, in which only one defined input
parameter was varied at a time. The polysulfide and the EPS revealed a strong influence on lubricity.
Thereby, the polysulfide concentration showed no linear correlation with the lubricity. Only with
a higher concentration did the wear-reducing effect of the additive become clearly distinguishable
from the lubricity of the model-cooling lubricant. Therefore, the model also contains a quadratic
component that approximately describes this influence. The cell concentration also had an influence
on the lubricity. However, it was not as strong as the influence of the additive polysulfide or the EPS.

The interaction term in the model takes two input parameters, polysulfide and EPS concentrations,
into account and represents a saturation effect of the two components in combination. Both polysulfide
and EPS had a strong influence on the lubricity. If they were combined, the resulting lubricity
increased further but could not be described by the sum of the two individual influencing variables.
This characteristic is described approximately by the interaction coefficient. This correlation is an
interesting and a fundamentally new finding, which could be achieved through the use of design of
experiment methods. This saturation effect can be attributed to the decreasing amount of available
space on the metal surface. Both the surface-active biopolymers of EPS and the polysulfide reduce
wear by adsorbing molecules on the metal surface. With increasing concentration, a further increase of
the concentration as well as the combination with another “additive” becomes less and less effective as
the molecules cannot find a place on the metal surface anymore.

In addition to the identification of an interaction between the two input variables of polysulfide
and EPS concentrations, it is also important to note the absence of further interactions between other
combinations of input variables.

Beside the resulting wear, the coefficient of friction is also a property of tribological systems with
fundamental relevance. Therefore, in addition to the evaluation of the wear surface, the development
of the coefficient of friction in the course of a test was evaluated on three exemplary samples (Figure 7).
For a better comparability with the wear surface, the three examined metalworking fluid samples (A,
B, and C) are also marked in Figure 6.

As can be seen in Figure 7, during the course of an experiment, the coefficient of friction basically
changed between two levels. At the beginning of the experiment, there was a phase of high friction
and consequently large material removal. After a certain time, the tribology system shifted into a
sliding phase, in which the friction coefficient decreased significantly and the test ran very smoothly.
The difference in tests with metalworking fluid samples of high and low lubricity is not the level of
the coefficient of friction in the two phases but the time of the change from the high level to the low
one. The better the lubricity of a metalworking fluid, the earlier the tribology system enters the sliding
phase. If the mean value of the coefficient of friction is calculated over the entire test, it can be seen,
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as expected, that high wear correlates with a higher mean coefficient of friction. However, Figure 7 also
clearly shows that the difference between the resulting mean coefficients of friction is less significant
than the difference between the resulting wear surfaces.

Overall, the reliability of the developed empirically determined model should not be overestimated
in terms of a quantitative prediction of the lubricity. All correlations and interactions are described
quantitatively with precise coefficients (with any number of decimal places). But the resulting model is
only as reliable as the experimental data on which it is based. For example, the values of the “corner
points” of the area diagrams shown in Figure 6 were calculated by extrapolation, which naturally
implies the possibility of considerable deviations that were not validated by experimental data. But in
general, the established model is well qualified for a qualitative description of the influence of different
aging aspects on the lubricity of the metalworking fluid than for the precise prediction of the expected
lubricity at any (usually unknown) composition of the lubricant.
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4. Conclusions

The conducted tribological tests enabled a differentiated evaluation of the influence of aging
aspects of water-miscible metalworking fluids on their lubricity. Thereby, selected aspects of aging
were combined systematically using design of experiment methods. It was shown that aging aspects
could appear that reduced lubricity as well as aspects that caused an increase in lubricity. The decrease
of concentration of a wear-reducing additive resulted in a decrease of lubricity. As expected, in contrast,
the increase in bacterial cell bodies and the accumulation of EPS led to a significant increase in lubricity.
The decrease in the emulsifier concentration, and thus the increase in the average droplet size, had a
slightly negative effect on the lubricity as long as the emulsion was not phase separated. Analysis of the
interactions between the aspects showed a saturation effect for the combination of high concentrations
of the wear-reducing additive and the EPS. The results of the design of experiments enabled the
development of an empirical regression model, whereby the influence of the relevant aging aspects
could be described in an integrated way for the first time.

Considering these results, it is reasonable why it could be observed in industrial practice, as well as
in scientific long-term experiments, that water-miscible metalworking fluids did not show a significant
decrease in performance over the duration of use [10,12]. The increase in bacterial cells and the
accumulation of lubricating metabolic products can compensate a possible loss of quality through the
decomposition of original components of the metalworking fluid.

In further research work, the influence of aging aspects on the performance of metalworking fluids
should be evaluated in a manufacturing process. Machining processes (e.g., a grinding process) allow
the determination of relevant parameters such as cutting forces, surface roughness, or critical material
removal rates. This allows more precise conclusions regarding the performance in the manufacturing
process than with the characteristic value of “lubricity” measured in tribological experiments.
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